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We are a distribution company supplying wood and wood products 
targeted at professionals, who work with these materials on a daily basis.
We distinguish ourselves by presenting the market with a unique range 
that includes doors, flooring, panels, wood and components.

Tradition and innovation are a combination which define the st
rategic guideline followed by GLOBALDIS with regard to its customers 
and business partners.

The company is certified by the Quality Management Systems in terms 
of customer satisfaction and continuous improvement. Its ambition and 
proactivity are aimed at reaching new performance and recognition 
levels, by offering the best solutions at all times.



WOOD WOOD BROCHURES  
The authenticity and splendour of nature in the wood brochure!

DOWNLOAD

Wood is a raw material that can be used by those who appreciate 
it to experience the most genuine aspects of nature. The different 
species present distinct patterns and shades that reveal an 
incomparable shape and beauty. They transmit harmony to 
spaces, creating elegant indoor and outdoor environments. 
Conscious of this importance, Globaldis presents four wood 
catalogues.
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A floor brings out the best in a space by awakening FLOORING 
the senses of those who use or live in it. In harmony with the 
environment an interior or exterior floor can create unique settings. 
Inspired by this vision, Globaldis presents a flooring brochure 
designed to create customised spaces, with a focus on beauty, 
comfort and resistance.



GLOBALDECK WOOD DESIGN 

DOWNLOAD



Anti-slip

DOWNLOAD

GLOBALDECK WOOD DESIGN is a deck top 
quality solid wood that provides high strength and 
gives characteristic spaces associated with nature 
and tradition. This deck has the particularity of 
being able assume various patterns and colors 
with the same species wood, being a product with 
excellent Anti-slip features.
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